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but-the and the reason that I wanted to go down the Easter s4n4e-side-

the Canyon, Now, the reason that I wanted

to go down the Eastern side, I should have realized thatabout the strata

because when I was on the Western side I got wonderful g14mpese&-glimps

of the Colorado River, but the levels often rea--reached sway over, and

the dfeop-drop1ng was not absolutely free. And son one told me that

on the Eastern side you get much more . ..the Eastern side, sometimes konly

had ..but I did not mention any. .and in addition to that if I had trade

the inquirHy I probably. and evien in places x where ther often is water

-7&taFe1--there was none that year. I starete--starated out that year,

and then ... so I started 4-0k-in there so I had . and I tried to use very little

water, but one day I found I was getting rather low in water, and I began

hunting for a spring, and was looking for some sort of water, and that night

I sac lay down to sedeep and had very little water and was very thirsty and

picked up my can and took two big gulps and it was emptky. And I had

come some distxance, during these several days, it would be very d1f4et

difficult to go back. k And I had been hunting all day for water, ..well,

I had a..for just a few minutes I really panicked and then I realized that

the Lord had given me a very special training that I was sure that He intended

me to use in His service and I had careless, but I had not disregarded th
in getting into this situation

..though I had made a mistake,nd I reached the conclusion that the Lord was

going to bring me out of it and from that m.tnutesc on I had not a moment of

panic but I did have considerable disagreeable experience. That night I couldn't

sleep, -13i±tI got up and took my . .stuff and put in on my bake-. .but I took the
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